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The popular Nuevo-Categora Sorprend APP Inflictions that cannot be cured with healing magic are called curses, and the healer healing magic is helpless against them. In this world where the healing of magic is very developed, medicine, on the other hand, was not. And pharmaceuticals are seen as part of the folk remedies. Therefore, those who are under
curses can only be crumpled on their own. And if the curse is strong, no one can do anything about it. Shuji, a rank S healer, was declared the best among adventurers in the Western city of Levante. Suddenly he decided to retire as an adventurer and emigrate to Yggdrasil on the other side of the continent. Xiji, when he was in Yggdrasil, met an adventurer
who was struck by the curse. 「 It's not a curse ... 」Shuji said Lenna, the magician who accompanied him. 「... It's acute appendicitis. I can treat him surgically 」 his real name is Syuji - Miae Syuji, a surgeon from Japan, and he came here to build a hospital in the city of Yagdrasil to do magic surgery. This story is about Shuji, a former S rank healer who
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